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Three kinematic diffraction models are described for interpreting diffraction profiles from
ion-implanted samples. Each deals with relatively large d spacing gradients. The first treats the
full zone as coherent which requires a direct summation of the Fourier series. The Bragg
intensity band from the full zone is applied to implanted zones that are subjected to elastic
constraints without incoherent interfaces. For high-fluence samples, and foreign
interstitials, a static attenuation term becomes important and is included in all models. This.
term was not included in previous publications by the authors. The last two models
deal with finite subgrain elements that may be connected in a continuous way with interfaces.
With a linear element model, slope discontinuities give a sawtooth appearance of the d
spacing curve. These discontinuities are eliminated by employing a sinusoidal variation in d
spacing in a third model. The additional smoothing does not provide significant changes
in the fine structure of the measured intensity. The parameters that determine line shape are:
AM, the total change in the attenuation factor M within a subgrain, and
s = iV31(Ad/(d)) which contains three additional independent parameters. These are the
subgrain size, the order of the Bragg peak 1, and the fractional changes in d spacing.
The static lattice displacements can be large enough to introduce an asymmetry of the
diffraction profiles from individual elements. This occurs when AM is greater than 0.15.
Although this factor has been introduced only into the linear element model, a similar
asymmetry should be observed with a sinusoidal variation in d spacing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Ion implantation of foreign atoms into a metal lattice
results in a near-surface chemical concentration gradient
and residual lattice damage. The strain gradient associated
with this process is confined to a region generally less than
0.5 ym. X-ray line-shape analysis has been used to extract
composition versus depth curves in the case of diffused
films,’ where the strain gradient extends over a few micrometers. In such an analysis, the diffusion zone can be
divided into a large number of subgrains, assuming that the
d spacing (or composition) is essentially a constant within
each subgrain. The intensities from all the subgrains,
weighted by an average absorption term for each subgrain,
is summed to obtain the total intensity profile from the
diffusion zone.2’3 In an ion-implanted zone, the strain can
be highly localized giving large apparent strain gradients.
Also, the static atomic displacements around certain implant and knock-on defects can produce significant attenuation of the scattered intensity.4 This is likely to occur
when a few percent of interstitial atoms are implanted
and/or the lattice damage consists of vacancy and interstitial 100~s.~”
We treat the diffraction profiles in two ways. For the
first, the entire d spacing profile is taken to be continuous
without sub-boundaries. A second approach treats either a
linear or a sinusoidal variation in the d spacing within finite
subgrains. The effect of static atomic displacements introduces a term that causes a profile to become asymmetric
and attenuated. These new developments are used to fit
experimental Bragg x-ray intensity bands from ion-im8096
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planted samples with a self-consistent near-surface d spat;
ing profile.”
Our final profile for subgrains, using the linear element
model with the attenuation term, is a Fourier series with
simplified coefficients. It is shown that a sinusoidal. variation in d spacing can be related to the Fourier representation of a finite linear element. In this case, the final form is
a series of Bessel functions. Under realistic conditions, this
intensity expression can be used interchangeably with an
exact calculation of the finite linear element model.’ This
implies that discontinuities introduced by straight-line segments, used to approximate continuous d spacing curves,
do not introduce significant spurious detail into the calculated intensity profiles. Kinematic theory may be used
throughout these developments because of the relatively
large distortions normally encountered in ion-implantation
problems.
II. INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION

FROM ELASTIC MODEL

Figure 1 shows a representative sketch of the d spacing
profile along a multiply ion-implanted zone, and the division of such a zone into connecting linear regions. The
assumption of a linear gradient within each subgrain introduces sharp corners in the d spacing profile especially when
the d spacing gradient changes sign in the sawtooth regions. A sinusoidal representation of the d spacing gradient
within each subgrain eliminates the sawtooth discontinuities. The importance of these discontinuities on the x-ray
intensity profile is examined in later sections, by comparing
the results from these two models. Our first consideration
is an examination of a coherent zone without subgrains. It
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FIG. 1. Linear rep>esentation of d spacing or composition profile within
subgrains along a multiply implanted zone.

is based upon an elastic calculation making use of the
method of strain suppression, which has been discussed
elsewhere.’ The displacement Z, is obtained by summing
to obtain the accumulated strain along ,the 3 direction at
each m position
z,=

t$o

E;3(ta,)

=P

f.

+330a3).

(14

This may be written in terms of the fractional change in
volume/unit change in concentration and the concentration at each m:
z,=p’

g-g
(

1

2
t=o

(lb)

C(ta3).

This displacement component, Z, is magnified by the factorpe’ = (Cii, -t 2Ci,)/(Cri
+ Can&&, duetotheformation of residual stresses along the implanted zone.
If the implanted zone is completely constrained by the
underlying substrate, then the displacement components
along the CI~and a2 directions (directions parallel to the
free surface), X, and Y,, are zero at each position tu,.
Also, the strains normal to the free surface .ej3 are only a
function of ta3. By introducing these simplications into basic diffraction equations, and summing over each layer, one
obtains the following equation for the intensity profile
around an (hkl) reflection:

I=KIP

sin 2+Vlh; sin 2mV2h;
(dV;)2

XC

hW;>”

x e2dil(Zm3 - Z~~)e27ri(m3

liI
m3

- m;)h3

e-

M(m31e

- Mhj)

+

(21
where K’ is constant over one intensity band, F is the
structure factor for the normal unit cell, Nlal and tzu2 are
the dimensions of the crystal along the al and a2 directions
parallel to the free surface, and hi = (h, - h), hi = (h2
- k), h, are variables in reciprocal space expressed in
units of the reciprocal axes l.+, b2, b,. The exponentials
containing M(m,) and M(m$) are static attenuation fac,

FIG. 2(a). Definition of incident S,, and signal S direction vectors, tilt
angle w, and diffraction vector S,: (b). Schematic drawing of two intensity bands in reciprocal space for a completely elastic zone. Also shown
are diffr&ction vector S, at tilt angle w rocking distance as heavy dashed
lines, and the distance h&. Reciprocal lattice vectors 6, and b2 are coplanar and perpendicular to bp

tors. If Nlal and iV,a, are taken to be large, the intensity in
reciprocal space is spread only along the h3 direction, and
is a product of S functions with respect to the h.i and h.$
dependence. The variation of the intensity along the h3
direction that is normal to the free surface, is obtained by
numerically summing Eq. (2). The displacement Zm3 is
obtained by summing Eq. (lb) along this direction.
The intensity distribution is along the h3 or the radial
direction, when h = k = 0. For all others, the intensity
band remains directed along the h3 direction in reciprocal
space. Under these conditions, radial scans will see a projection of the intensity band. At an angle w, where w is the
angle of inclination of the (hkl) point with respect to (OOZ)
the projection becomes
cos cd= z/ $qz-g.

(3)

When this holds, the spread of the intensity around an
(hkl) point along the h3 direction is identical to the distribution around the corresponding (001) point (see Fig. 2).
A detailed study of the intensity distribution around several (hkl) points in reciprocal space is required to determme ~5~ and assess whether the strains along the l’, 2’
directions are zero.
If particle size broadening is negligible, one can show
that the broadening Ah! for a linear change in strain is
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proportional to ~1.’This remains true if linear elements are
superimposed to describe more complex strain distributions. In this case, one treats E as representing the overall
distribution of strain characterizing the long range d spacing profile. Under the present conditions, one can interrelate all (Z&Z) distributions to the corresponding (001) distribution. This is given by
(ASA/S/l)hkz= (AZZ;/Z)~~ cos2 w
= 1El cos2w.

(49

wavelength, and F,, the scattering factor of the mth layer.
The intensity profile is equal to9,10
r(h,) =K

I(hf) =KN&

(89

(69

Gn=f

c F, exp(2?riZ,h3)exp(2?rimh3),
(7)
IX=0
where Z,=(R(m)
-m(d))/(d),
R(m) is the position of
the mth reflecting layer from the origin (R = 0) along the
z axis, K’ is a constant, 8 is the Bragg angle, /z the x-ray

(9)

e - M(m)e - M(m - n)

$
3mn

Xexp[2+Z(Z,

(109

- Z,-.>I,

for 12positive with
G-.==Q+..
F. is the unattenuated scattering factor of each layer of
thickness equal to one cell height, e-M(m)
and
e - M(m - ‘) are the static displacement attenuation factors
for the m(th) and (m - n)th layers respectively, and Z is
the order of the reflection. In Eq. (3) the sum is taken over
all possible pairs of layers, separated by a distance n(d).
Equation (10) can be expressed as an integral,
I(h3) =KN2&

(119

ST11 G, exp(2?rih$)du,

where hi = N3h3 and u = n/N, are dimensionless. For a
linear change in d spacing the position of the mth layer
from the origin is determined by evaluating an arithmetic
sum which gives
Rlm)=m(d)

expP?riZ(Z,

N3

G, exp ( 2?rinh3),

where G, is the normalized Fourier coefficient, given by

A. Subgrain with linear change in d spacing
Consider a subgrain, with a thickness N3(d) along
the z axis. Ns is the number of diffracting layers within
each subgrain, and (d) is the average d spacing of the
(001) reflection planes, which changes linearly from
(d) - [(N3 - 1)/2]A at R = 0, to (d) + [(N3 - 1)/2]A
at R =N3(d). The d spacing between the m and m - 1
layers is equal to (d) - [(N3 - 1)/2]A + (m - l)A, with
A representing the spacing increment. The amplitude of
scattering from such a subgrain, as a function of the reciprocal space variable, h, = 2(d) sin 8/;1 measured parallel
to z axis, is given by

3
n=-N3

and
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exp[271-i(Z, - Z,t)h,]

where K is a constant over one peak. The double summation can be reduced to a single summation,

III. CALCULATIONS

8098

Ffl$

(5)

This gives the typical tan 8 relation between a shift in d
spacing and the related angular change. The additional
cos2w allows for projections along the tilt angle w. If this
dependence is obeyed, then the purely elastic model is verified and particle size broadening is negligible. These data
are examined in a later paper.
The free expansion model can be restricted to spacing
changes that vary only with m. For each layer of fixed
composition, there are rows of cells having the periodicity
al and a2. However, because adjacent layers may have different compositions and periodicities at, a2, the overall effect will be broadening along [MO] directions in reciprocal
space. Tilting the sample from w = 0” to 90” will not give a
systematic sharpening of radial diffraction scans according
to Eq. (6). This problem is further complicated if the elastic relaxations result from dislocation arrays. Additional
line broadening could be observed due to incomplete cancellation of the dislocation fields extending from each interface. However, the most characteristic feature is the absence of the elastic magnification factor, p”‘. In other
words, the displacements along the sample normal will be
determined by the free expansion rather than by the combined effects of free and elastic expansions.

A(h3) =K’

f$
m'=O

X exp[2?ri(m - m’)h,],

Since the radial distance is IS,] = 2 sin O//2 and the spread
of intensity is small, one can show by differentiation that
A28(rad) =2(e cos2w)tan 0.

2
m=O

- [m(N3 - 1)/2]A

+ {[m(m

- 19]/2)h
(12)

- Z,-,)I

=exp{ - 2?riZn[ (N3 - 1)/2]A)
Xexp{2?riZ[ (2mn - n2 - n)/2]

(A/(d))}.

(139

The d spacing gradient results from a concentration gradient of implants and lattice defects. If one type of defect
predominates, the relative change in d spacing between
neighboring layers, A/(d), is linearly proportional to the
change in concentration of defects from layer to layer, AC,
and for a cubic crystal is given by

(14a9
Y

where ~3 is a proportionality constant defined for the extreme conditions of complete plastic or complete elastic
deformation. This is produced by constraining forces from
undisturbed underlying material and volume changes in
the implanted zone.8 For complete plastic deformation,
S. I. Rao and C. R. Houska
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P’L

(14b)

and if the element remains completely elastic, the effect is
enhanced by the factor
p”‘= (Cl, + 2C,,9/CG, + cm~,,),

(lh)

since this is greater than unity. C,, = CM - $(C,,
- C&, Ct, Ciz, and CM are the cubic elastic constants.
%kI=

4(&z

+

aid

+

&d>,

ada3,P3,

are usually negligible and the attenuation factor and imaginary term may be dropped giving E!q. ( 19) of Ref. 2. The
asymmetry is caused by the variation in attenuation factor
within each subgrain. If the variation in attenuation factor
is small or M-+0,
an exact result can be obtained for the
intensity profile7
1(h3)a,AM=O-

ady3arethe

direction cosines of the normal to the free surface (z axis)
and the edges of the cubic unit cell. p is further discussed
in another paper.* (l/v) (au/&) is the fractional change in
volume due to the addition of a unit concentration of point
defects. If more than one type of point defect predominates, then

&=t

7 Aci(i:)

7
I

M(m)

=Mo + maAc,

(16)

where a is a proportionality
constant between attenuation
factor M and the concentration..of point defects, c. MO is
the attenuation factor at the origin of the subgrain. a depends upon (sin Wi1)2 and the type of point defects.4’5
From
E?q. ( li;),
the
value
of
the
product
e - M(Jde - M(m - n) becomes
e-rM(m)e-M(m-n)
=exp(

- 2Mo)exp(naAc)exp(

Substituting Eqs. (17)
m=m’ + n,
G+.=f

3

- 2maAc).

(17)

into

with

and (13)

exp( - naAc)exp(

Eq. (lo),

- 2iw,)
A

X exp

-i?rm(N3-n)

o

NJ---n

XC

(18)

m’=O

The geometrical

summation

in Eq. ( 18) gives

e-2(Wsin[ru(l-U)(s+iAM/7ru)]
G, It=sin ( ru/N3 (s + , &M/n-u
N3
-,,-wo

G-F-G+,.,

sin[~u(lu)(s+iAM/?ru)]
iru(s + iAM/7ru)

(Fj2(

[C[ ( ; )‘“(;-

+ C[ ($“(
+ [S[(

(159

where the summation over i extends over all defects. The
scattering factor of the mth layer is attenuated by
e -M(m), where M(m) is linearly proportional to the concentration of defects.4,5 For one kind of defect,

-2

;)“‘(

+-s[ (S)“‘(

hi)]

;+h#
i-h;)]

(209

;+h;)]]2)J

where C and S, in this expression, are the cosine and sine
Fresnel integrals, * ’ and (F) = Foe - (W. The behavior of
this function, symmetric about h3 = Z, has already been
discussed.7 For s = 0, Eq. (14) gives only particle size
broadening. However with s> 1, the effect of the strain
gradient on the intensity profile becomes important and
depends upon the product of N3Z(Ad/(d))
rather than any
one of these terms by itself. Typical values of s range from
O-4 for those ion-implanted zones we have encountered.6
Equation ( 19) with a and AM#O has to be summed
or transformed numerically using Eqs. (9) or (lo), in order to obtain the intensity profile. Figure 3 shows plots of
the intensity profile from a subgrain with s = 4, AM = 0.0,
and 0.5. As 1AM/ increases, the intensity profile becomes
more and more asymmetric and the maxima of the profile
shifts away from h3 = Z, towards a lower concentration of
implant. Static atomic displacements around point defects
produce significant effects on the diffraction profile if the
product of terms containing a and N3Ac is sufficiently
large across a subgrain. This has been found for N implanted into Nb to an average level of 5 at. % using four
energies.” Equation (19) can be applied when more than
one type of point defect is important, by superimposing
their fields, i.e.,
@=N3

C aiAcp

(21)

i

The total intensity from the subgrain can be obtained by
integrating Eq. (11) with Eq. ( 19) over each (h/cl) profile,
i.e.,

)
’
(19)

with s=N,ZAd/(d).
AM=aN,Ac,
and Ad=N,A
represent the total change in M and d spacing from one end of
the subgrain to the.other. (M) is the attenuation factor, at
m=N3/2.
Equation ( 19) shows that the Fourier coefficient is complex, which introduces an asymmetry about the
point h3=Z. For substitutional solid solutions, a and M

cmSWdh3=KN&(G,)n=o
s-co
eaN3Ac-e-aN3Ac

.=KN3(F)2

2aN3Ac

’

or KFiS$Eoe - 2M(m)dm which requires
(e - 29 =e L 2(&f) ed3Ac - e - aN3Ac
2aN3Ac
’

(22)
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FIG. 3. Symmetrical (AM= 0) and
asymmetrical (AM = 0.5) intensity profiles for a finite linear subgrain with
.S= 4 illustrating the importance of
static displacements.

This result becomes useful in determining (M) for an implanted sample.
5. Subgrain with sinusoidal

4Ad
z”Z= - &Id)

-c

change in d spacing

In this section, we develop the intensity profile from a
sample having a sinusoidal variation in spacing and compare the results, with one having a linear change in spacing. This leads to useful conclusions even though a constant attenuation factor ((r = 0) is used for each element.
We start by writing the linear d spacing gradient extending
from (d) - (Ad/2) at R = 0 to (d) + Ad/2 at R = N3(d)
as a Fourier series,
d(R)=@)

-7

m cos(2t + 1) (rR/L)
rzo
(2t+ II2

4Ad
TR
- 7
cos L,

O<R<L.

“~--l
dd)
t=O ‘OS Lr

4N3Ad . s-m
- w
‘ln z
(25)

With e - MCm) = e - M(m - ‘) = e - CM), and by substituting
Eq. (25) into JZq. ( lo), one obtains

d-spacing
+

’

(23)

where R is the distance from the origin of the subgrain
m(d), and L is the subgrain thickness N3(d). Consider
only the first two terms in the expansion, i.e.,
d(R) r(d)

The position of the mth layer from the origin can be
calculated from Eq. (24) resulting in

<d>

I-m.-----

(24)

The d spacing profile of Eq. (24) changes in a sinusoidal
fashion from (d) - 4Ad/?
at R = 0 (m = 0) to
(d) + 4Ad/& at R = L (m = Ns) with a value of (d) at
the midpoint. Figure 4 illustrates a linear d spacing profile
as well as the two-term Fourier series approximation of the
profile, obtained from Eq. (25). Several authors have
treated the diffraction problem from a periodic d spacing
profile, but with an infinite subgrain thickness.12”3 Such a
treatment is not applicable here, since it neglects the effect
of subgrain size on x-ray broadening.

SUBGRAIN p

~
/-R

t
R=O (m=O)

R=L :or N3)

FIG. 4. Two-term cosine expansion of linear model with thickness L (or
N1) showing end-point spacingsfor both relative to the central value (d).
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e -2w

ff3
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.nexp(

N3

ssin?m
N3

-j:

)

exp i;;ISsin?
(m-n).
( ’
N3

(26)

)

The exponentials in E$. (26) can be expanded as a Fourier-Bessel series from Eqs. (9.1.42) and (9.1.43) in Ref. 11, giving
JO(Z) -22i

(2t + l)a-m

g J2t+l(z)sin
t4l

2t’7i-m

+ 2 2

J2,~(z)cosN3

f=l

N3

2tw’7r(m - n)
2 Jztv + I(z)
(2t” -I- lE(m - ‘) + 2 2 J2&z)cos
,
f”=O
N3
f”=l
with z = (S/fl2)s, and J,,(z) the value of the Bessel function of order II at z. After summing over t this becomes
X Jo(z) + 2i

G+,=e-2(iw)

J2(z)
[ ’

1-r
(

2

N3)

f=l

J2( ) 1-n

r=l

2trn
J2A.4
~
sin - N3

*
C

- W,(z)

+2

t7T

t ’

(

4 2

ose
4)’

(

(2t+

(-

l)i+rtrr

J;(z)

trn
sin -N3

]

2

+! 7T f-l
g

f’’=O J2t+1G)J2t,+
t>t’

(2t’ + 1)%-n
N3
l)zSin
- (2t+

2t+ 1
1)2 - (2t’+

$,

+ ; t=2 t’=l Jdz)J&9
t>t’

X

x

N3

+2

(27)

2t’ + 1
1>2- (2t’+

l(z)

1)2sin

(2t + l)rrn
N3

’

(28)

G--n=Gf,,.
Equation (28) can be Fourier transformed analytically

giving the following intensity profile:

nzI J;(z) ( s&-h:

+ + sin2?rh$” -

(?rh:”

X

sin2rrh$” ’ sin2?rht” &$fl+
&,$“-

- 2Jo(z)

)2

(.rrhtnp)2

JddJd~)
sin2Tht2”

+

-.

Th0,2n+
s&?Tho,2”’
3

-

&,,2,,3

3

X

&,,hf’+
3

sin2rht2”

X

s&wh~2”’

+ 1+

Th0,2n’
+ 1+
3

-

)I

+I

+ 1-

&?2n’ + 1-

2 (-l)n+‘L
tZ=l

J2k>
nz-

cm Jzn(z)
sin2rrhy + sin2rrhy2”c -,@& n=l
ml- ( Th0,2fl+ 3-

sin2Thy2”’-

sin’Thy2”’’
X nt2. j,
n>n’

+2

n!l ,&
n>n’

-

,$,2,

-

Jzn+ 1WJ,,,+l(z)
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+
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-
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- nz - nr2
2n + 1
(2n + 1)2 - (2n’ + 1)2
+.

sin2ThT”” f l_
,,?p”+ 1-

9 (29)

I

where
ho&Z + k*
3

=hi*t(jn

+ k)/2;

and hy=N3(h3

j=l

or 2, k=O

and polynomial approximations given for Jo(z) and J1 (z) .
I(h,) is symmetric and h, = 1. A criterion for truncation
can be determined by considering the integrated intensity
of the reflection, i.e.,

or 1,

- I).

The Bessel functions can be generated using the usual recurrence relation
J .+~(z>=~2~/z)J,Az)

- Jn-I(Z),

s

O” W3)dhj
--m

(30)
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FIG. 6. Comparison of profiles from two models at s = 3.
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The summations over n in Pq. (29) can be truncated beyond n--z + 2, for values of z between O-10, since J,(z)
for n >z + 2 is essentially zer0.l’
Figure 5 shows plots of Eq. (29) as a function of Jr’&
for s = 0, 1, 2, 4, which is a typical range for an ionimplanted sample. As s increases from zero, the intensity
profile deviates from pure particle size broadening, and
strain gradient broadening becomes increasingly significant. This behavior is similar to the one obtained from the
linear model, i.e., Pq. (13).
Figure 6 shows the similarity between x-ray intensity
profiles from the linear strain gradient [Eq. (13)] and the
two-term Fourier expansion [Eq. (29)]. For s = 3, the profile from the two-term Fourier expansion is in reasonable
agreement with the linear gradient model. The mean differences in the two profiles at s = 3 is equal to ~2%. For
s > 4, the Fourier series expansion clearly has to be taken to
more than two terms for the linear gradient model and the
series expansion to be in agreement. One can conclude that
the major features from composite d spacing profiles may
be obtained from the linear gradient model. This also allows one to incorporate the variation in attenuation factor
and thereby account for asymmetric profiles.

large gradients. The first deals with a direct summation of
the Fourier series describing the intensity band from the
full zone subjected to elastic constraints imposed by the
sample. The elastic constraint produces an expanded distribution of d spacing which expands the intensity band.
For high-fluence samples and foreign interstitials, the static
attenuation becomes important. The intensity distributions
are oriented along a direction normal to the free surface.
The last two models deal with subgrain elements that
may be connected in a continuous way to approximate
more complicated profiles obtained from ion-implanted
samples containing incoherent interfaces. W ith a linear element model, slope discontinuities give a sawtooth appearance of the d spacing curve. These discontinuities may be
eliminated with a sinusoidal variation in d spacing. A disadvantage with the latter is the diffraction equation from a
finite element is more complicated, and the additional
smoothing does not provide significant changes in the fine
structure of the simulated intensity.
The important parameters that influence line shape are
AM (the total change in the attenuation factor M across a
subgrain) and s = N3 (Ad/d), which contains three additional independent parameters. It was found that the overall diffraction profiles from the linear element model agree
within 2 % if s<3 and within 10% if s<4. For s>4, the
sinusoidal calculation requires extra terms and a comparison cannot be made at this time.
For implants tending to form interstitial solid solutions
and/or cases where there is sufficient lattice damage, the
static lattice displacements can be large enough to introduce an asymmetry of the diffraction profiles from individual elements. This occurs when AM is greater than about
0.15. Although, this factor has only been introduced into
the linear element model as a modified Fourier coefficient,
a similar asymmetry is expected with a sinusoidal variation
in d spacing. An application of these findings will be given
in a forthcoming experimental paper.6

IV. SUMMARY
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FIG. 5. Intensity profiles for two-term cosine expansion illustrating importance of s.

The integrated intensity of the reflection is identically
equal to KN3(F)2 if the summation over n in Eq. (31) is
taken to CO. However, a reasonable upper limit for the
number of terms required in Pq. (29) can be attained by
satisfying
J;(z) + 2 g

4w-ao.99.

(32)

n=l
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